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The Bescor MP-101 is a motorized tripod head that in its original form is controlled by a four-button switch connected to the cable. It's a popular and well-built device that will climb for wireless control. If you buy a very expensive CamRanger ($350) for wireless camera control, there is an (expensive) accessory that also allows you to control the Bescor MP-101. Many people love
CamRanger, but I find the system unstable and when it hangs the server has to be restarted, which is very annoying when it is at the mast 12 m in the air. An alternative (and better) solution for wireless camera control is DDServer, which is a donationware and works on the same hardware as the CamRanger (TP-Link MR3040, which costs about $40 when purchased without
CamRanger firmware). I also find the DSLRDashboard interface much better than on CamRanger. You should be (or know) a bit of a nerd to install DDServer firmware on the TPlink MR3040, but you get the best product and save $300. However, the DSLRDashboard can't control the Bescor MP-101 head, which is crucial for the mast jobs that I do, so I was very happy, When I
found this simple solution for wirelessly controlling them. Parts IC 2262/2272 4-can remote control kit (No.4 USD on Ebay) 7-pin DIN plugin and wire (Or you IC2262/2272 is a great system consisting of a key fob with 4 buttons, and a tiny printed board with 7 pins - power and ground plus a pin for each of the buttons (plus a pin that goes high when pressing any of the buttons). And
it needs the same 5v power that the head of Bescor uses, so you don't need an extra battery. Design Decide which buttons you want to control, which movements (I chose A'Left, B'Right, C'Up, D'Down)) Connect the appropriate contacts to the 7-pin DIN fork. (Leave the VT pin on the board, and the speed pin on the DIN fork is not connected) And that's it ! Couldn't be easier. But
it can be tricky if you like, so I actually put a microprocessor arduino between 2272 and the head, so I can do more complex things in the future (like programmed panorama stitching). But this is the story for another day (see below). Another day : The range of these remotes is usually about 100 m, but I found that significantly decreased when I had the Bescor engine turned on,
presumably due to electromagnetic noise interfering with radio signals. The device was still working, but over long distances the engine was running intermittently when the button was constantly holding. For this reason, as well as future functions, I added a microcontroller arduino between the receiver and the head of Bescor, whose job is to create a one second of momentum
every time the short signal was thereby smoothing out the noise (by losing several degrees of positioning accuracy). The wiring is pretty simple : Pins A,B,C, and D at receiver Arduino 8.9,10 and 11. VT is connected to Contact 12, while land and 5v are common to Bescor, receiver and Arduino. Weekend pins 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 at Arduino are connected with a 7-pin DIN going to
Bescor. I also added an LED for the contact 5 as a confirmation lamp. Here you can pick up the Code Arduino © 2016, but feel free to distribute without changes. (More DIY projects) (MRH home) The Bescor MP-101 Pan and Tilt Head was a very useful addition to my photography equipment that allowed me to photograph things remotely, but it was one big limitation, and the 20ft
limit was an extension cord, yes exactly it was remotely controlled from 20ft or upgraded to 50 pieces of wire. It was very clumsy and unmanageable, imagine spiraling and unwinding a 50ft cable?! So I entrusted myself with a noble call to get rid of the cable and make control of the Bescor MP-101 completely wireless! In this article I'll show you how it's done. The obvious choice of
Adruino and Bluetooth! I have quite a lot of experience and success with Bluetooth SPP and decided that this would be my goto solution for wireless control. Well Arduino choose a non-head  See the full video here explaining how it works: PLACE_LINK_HERE?wmode transparent width height of the zgt; Equipment: So for this project you need: Bescor MP-101 Get one here
Arduino Pro Mini 5V or any other small, as is possible Arduino clone, which can provide at least 5 digital I/Os, I used a Chinese clone, they are cheap and reliable, get one here: Small serial Bluetooth module, I used one of THERS mainly because of the thin design and the connector instead of the header to save space. But you can use this one as well: Arduino uses energy from
the main controller board, the Bluetooth module powered through Arduino Arduino is connected essentially to the PINs of the DIN connector (the Bescor remote control connector) on the main controller board. All the features of the original Bescor head remain, nothing is removed, you can still connect the wired remote control. Here's an illustration of an image like Arduino wired to
the bescor controller board, I think it's pretty simple: A general view of the wiring general wiring numbers used by digital pins on the Arduino Pro Mini. Posting between Arduino and Bescor, The Non-Digital Contacts on the Arduino Pro Mini. The challenge will be to put the Arduino board and Bluetooth module inside the Bescor Head  See my video as I did that  software: The
software consists of 2 pieces, Arduino code and remote code, Arduino code is very simple reads commands from the serial port and sets up appropriate contacts for LOW or HIGH Remote Code is an application that could theoretically be launched as a native application on Windows, Linux, iOS, I tried only on Android. But I believe if you laptop BT it just has to work ! Applying
super is easy to just have a job. Both can be obtained from github: and modification welcomed Notes: Arduino sketch should be downloaded only via USB-to-Serial before connecting to BT and put all together, Via Bluetooth is usually a pain in the  Trigger wires can be used to run different things with TTL levels. Update: Thanks to Bill Porter, there is a better way to connect
Bescor to Arduino instead of using a motor shield. I'll try to get a working prototype this week. Here's the link av_video src' format 16-9 width 16'16' height 9 Bescor MP-101 pan and tilt is an excellent cost effective solution for video and photo installations, but it has several limitations. First, the controller allows you to move only one axis at a time. In addition, the speed slider is
difficult to use during panning. I was looking for the best remote control but couldn't find one at a reasonable price, so after trying a few experiments, I found using Nunchuck, Arduino, and motor shield together, I could make a great controller. Step 1: Strip MIDI wires I will use five midi contact cables like this one. You can also use the original cable. (Note: The colors of the wires
from other cables may differ from the original cable.) Step 2: Strip Nunchuck extension wire to connect the Wii Nunchuck controller, I used this extension. Yellow - Ground Black - Watch Red - Data Brown - Power These wires will connect to Arduino pins and then I'll show in the contact job code. If you use another extension, the colors of the wire may be in a different order. Here's
Pinut Nunchak. Step 3: Connect Nunchuck wires to Arduino Motor Shield Wires Connected, as it should on the motor shield: yellow - GND Black - A5 Red - A4 Brown - 3.3v Step 4: Connect MIDI Wires to Arduino Motor Shield Wire connected as follows: yellow- (-B) Blue - (B) Purple - (-A) Red - (-A) Purple/Red - Pan Step 5: Arduino Program Arduino software and drivers must be
installed on the computer. If anyone is interested in an in-depth tutorial on the use of Arduino software, please leave a comment. (Update: Here's a link to the Installation of Arduino software.) Here's a link to the library we'll use to get Nunchuck running. Each line of code below will be marked and hopefully will help you understand the process. If you have any questions, please
contact me or leave a comment. / - Arduino Pan/Tilt - This program manages the Bescor MP-101 Pan/Tilt system using the Wii Nunchuck system - Copyright (c) 2012 Matt Alford, - Date: April 19, 2012 - Nunchuck Library, created by Gabriel Bianconi, No/ #include Wire.h #include ArduinoNunchuk.h // Library used by Nunchuck //Pan Motor left/right #define motorB 13 // 13 controls
the direction of Motor B, using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls B Motor Speed, Speed B using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11
controls Motor B speed using values 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using values 0 and 1 #define B 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using 0 and 1 #define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using 0 and 1 #define speedB 11/ Motor Tilt up/down #define motorA 12 // Pin 12 controls Motor A direction using values 0 and 1 #define speedA 3 //
Pin 11 controls the speed of Motor A using values 0-255 //The Nunchuk Class copy ArduinoNunchuk nunchuk and ArduinoNunchuk(); int varx No 0; Variable x-axis to store a value coming from Int Nunchuck varies by 0; Variable y-axis to store the value coming from Nnchuk int absx No 0; The x-axis variable is used to store absolute value. int abs no 0; Variable y-axis, used to
store absolute value. Void Setting - Serial.begin (115200); Opening of the serial port nunchuk.init(); Initiate the Nunchuck code /Sets the release of the pinmode motor pin (motorA,OUTPUT); pinMode (speedA,OUTPUT); pinMode (motorB,OUTPUT); pinMode (speedB,OUTPUT); - void loop -- nunchuk.update Update of Nunchuck values in the loop / Read the values from the
joystick and calculate the distance from the center / 130 - this is the distance from 0 on the joystick varx / nunchuk.analogX - this x-axis value vary - nunchuk.analogY - 130; nunchuk.analogY is the value of the 1x / Values used to accelerate absks and warx; abssa and abs (absx); Convert x-axis value to absolute abs value - vary; abs and abs (abs); Start Engine A based on input
from the joystick if (varx zgt; y 1) - digitalWrite (motorA, 1); The direction of tilt upwards analog (speedA) , absx No. 2); Multiplied by 2 to increase values of 0-255 if (varx zlt; - -1) - digitalWrite (motorA, 0); The direction of tilt down the analogueWrite (speedA, absx No. 2); Stop The A engine when the joystick is in the center, if (varx zlt;'1 - varx zgt; -1) - analogueWrite (speedA, 0);
Start engine B based on input from the joystick if (vary zgt; y 1) - digitalWrite (motorB, 1); Direction of the pan right analogWrite (speedB, absi No 2); Multiplied by 2 to increase values of 0-255 if (different - -1) - digitalWrite (motorB, 0); The direction of the pan left analogueRhite (speedB, absy No 2); Stop Motor B when the joystick is in the center if (range from zlt; to 1 - vary to -1) -
analogueWrite (speedB, 0); Turn off if the joystick is in the center / Print values for debugging to see what's happening on Serial.print (x-axis); Serial.print (varx); Serial.print Serial.println Serial.print (y-axis); Serial.print Serial.print Serial.println - Arduino Pan/Tilt This program manages the Bescor MP-101 Pan/Tilt system using the copyright Wii Nunchuck (c) 2012 Matt Alford,
Nunchuck Library, created by Gabriel Bianconi, ArduinoNunchuk.h // Library used by Nunchuck'motor defineB 13 // Pin 13 0 and 1'define speedB 11 / Pin 11 controls Motor B speed using values 0-255.#define motorA 12 / Pin 12 controls Motor A direction using 0 0 1'define speedA 3 / Pin 11 controls the speed of Motor A using values 0-255/Class copy NunchukA Nunchuk and
ArduinoNunchuk ();int varx No 0; Variable x-axis to store a value coming from Nunchuckint varies by 0; Variable y-axis to store the value coming from the absxe Nunchuckint No 0; Variable x-axis, used to store absolute value.int absy No 0; Variable y-axis, used to store absolute value. Serial.beginning (115200); Discovery of serial portnunchuk.init(); Initiate the Nunchuck
code/Installs a motor pin outputnunchuk.update (); Nunchuck values are updated in a loop/ Read the values from the joystick and calculate the distance from the center/130 - this is the distance from 0 on the joystickwark and nunchuk.analogX - 130; nunchuk.analogX is x-axis and nunchuk.analogY - 130; nunchuk.analogY is the value of y-axis/ values used for speedabsx and abs
(absx); Converting the x-axis value to absolute value/ Start engine A based on the introduction of the joystick (motorA, 1); The direction of the slope is speedA, absx No 2); Multiplied by 2 to increase values 0-255digitalWrite (motorA, 0); Direction of slope downalogWrite (speedA, absx - 2); Stop-motor A, when the joystick is in the center (varx zlt;'1 - varx -gt; -1)/ Start engine B
based on input from joystickdigitalWrite (motorB, 1); The direction of the pan is right (speedB, absy No 2); Multiplied by 2 to increase values of 0-255digitalWrite (motorB, 0); The direction of the pan left (speedB, absy No 2); Stop the B engine when the joystick is in the center (vary from zlt; 1 to vary to -1)analogWrite (speedB, 0); Turn off if the joystick is in the center / Print values
for debugging to see what's going on onSerial.print (, speed); Serial.println Serial.print Serial.println 2);
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